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Of Tears and Candles
When a candle withers away, it dissolves into tear-like drops. 
When my son Talal died four years ago, I cried my heart out but decided to turn
tears into a candle light as a hope of survival for all trauma victims. 
This path was filled with tears, but led to the birth of our association, Roads For
Life, the Talal Kassem Fund For Post-Accident Care, with the purpose known to
all of you by now: “Spreading the most advanced Post Trauma Care techniques
and train the largest number of medical, nursing, and paramedical emergency
personnel in Lebanon”.
In cooperation with our partners, the American University of Beirut Medical
Center (AUBMC) and the Lebanese Red Cross (Lebanese Red Cross), we have
been covering the cost of three American trauma courses for ER physicians, 
registered nurses and paramedics from all over Lebanon with the support of the
minister of public health.
One course after another, we all understood that only few hours of training can
turn the “Golden Hour” into a real chance of survival avoiding death and 
disability in our country. 
Testimonials of certified medics, nurses and paramedics, confirmed time saving
up to 60% in each case in the ER rooms and 70% improvement on the scene of
the accident resulting in hundreds of lives being saved.
Results were up to expectations and this success contributed to launch a 
nationwide approach and policy regarding post trauma care. 
The generous support of donor institutions is also broadening out and 
progressively extending to new institutions that are helping Roads For Life with
what it needs to keep on walking down the rescue path.  

Thanks to all of you, we have saved a lot of tears, which would have otherwise
been shed. 
We have discovered that our society is still conscious and rallied around a cause
that concerns everyone where death or disability can hit at any given moment. 
Thanks to all of you, we have turned an immeasurable loss into a major gain,
namely victory over avoidable death. 
We shall keep on walking down this path… together. 

Zeina Kassem
President 



Integrated rescue loop
These three programs form an integrated
loop and provide a unified methodology
for swift and efficient intervention in
order to save lives.  The methodical 
implementation of this trauma chain, 
according to trustworthy statistics, can
save up to an additional 40% of severe
trauma victims from death and 
permanent/temporary disability, by 
rescuing them within the first 60 minutes
following the accident, a timeframe
known worldwide as the “Golden Hour”.
Thanks to these programs, everyone 
involved in caring for the victims from the
first moment after the accident until the
final care in the ER is now trained to deal
with various injuries sustained from all
kinds of accidents. 

Security forces involved 
as well

Roads For Life expanded its efforts to 
encompass the military and security
forces.  40 Internal Security Forces officers
underwent first-responder training over
two days in June 2014 in order to address
injuries sustained in traffic accidents, hit-
and-runs and other cases.  The aim is to
acquire the best skills possible to help 
accident victims before they are taken to
hospital to receive the necessary medical
care provided by professionals.  This latest
initiative is the result of the cooperation
between the Global Road Safety Partner-
ship (GRSP), Roads For Life, and the
Lebanese Red Cross.  It comes within the

framework of a pioneering pilot 
experimental program, sponsored by the
European Union, as part of the EuroMed
Road Safety Program in Lebanon.  This
program has brought together various
players from the public and private sectors
and all parties of civil society in order to
curb the numbers of dead and injured as
a result of excessive speed, driving under
the influence, and hit-and-runs along the
highway between Jdeideh and Jbeil. 
Officers from the Jdeideh and Jounieh ISF
stations, which are responsible for 
securing the road upon which the project
is focusing, attended this training session. 
Lebanese Red Cross trainers and experts
gave this first-responder training, which
cost was covered by Roads For Life.

Training… then equipment
Far from merely providing training 
programs, Roads For Life also helped 
provide rescue equipment and techniques.
It thus supplied the Lebanese Red Cross
with 350 ambu bags to be used in 
ambulances, donated by Ms. Hala Salha
from Virginia, USA. 
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Program to rescue
army victims

Roads For Life is planning to bring a
new training course TCCC® (Tactical
Combat Casualties Care®), intended 
to the Lebanese Armed Forces.  The
aim of this course is to rescue military
trauma victims wounded in battle 
conditions or civil incidents. 

Lebanese Armed Forces soldiers have
started to take the compulsory courses
that will allow them to register to
TCCC®.  10 soldiers have completed
the ATLS® and 6 have completed the
PHTLS®, and some of them are 
potentially entitled to become trainers.
As soon as 10 Lebanese trainers are
ready an American team will come to
Beirut and provide the TCCC® training.

Roads For Life’s President Zeina Kassem
said that this program “is necessary
given the current situation in Lebanon”,
and argued that “the civil society has a
certain responsibility towards the
military, which protect the nation and
all its citizens.  It thus has a duty to 
provide the military institution with all
kinds of support and assistance”. 

The joint efforts made by the American
University of Beirut Medical Center
(AUBMC) and the Lebanese Red Cross
prompted the Lebanese Armed Forces
Command to come into contact with
Roads For Life in order to benefit from
the Tactical Combat Casualties Care®
program.  “We are currently in the
preparation and planning stage so 
that we can be of service to the
Lebanese Armed Forces in these 
difficult times, and this is an honor to
us”, Kassem said. 

What started as an individual initiative
launched by Roads For Life three years
ago has been officially consecrated
through Circular No. 51, which was issued
by HE the Minister of Health Mr.  Wael
Abu-Faour on June 9, 2014.  This circular
makes it compulsory for governmental and
private hospitals to adopt these training
programs and include them in the hospital’s
ER accreditation criteria. 
The Ministry of Health circular called on
hospitals to adopt these programs, which
are an exclusivity of the American College
of Surgeons (ACS - Lebanon Chapter)
and which are provided at the American
University of Beirut Medical Center
(AUBMC) to ER physicians and registered

Roads For Life has gone a long way in the thousand-mile journey to upgrade
trauma care and professionalize the rescue culture.  Its three specialized
training programs targeting ER physicians, paramedics and registered
nurses have actually started to yield practical results.  The numbers of those
who have taken part in these programs are on the rise and they are now
spread all over the Lebanese territory.  Moreover, the association has 
managed to make these programs compulsory, as it is the case with other
countries worldwide. 

Roads For Life… On the road to
professionalize the post trauma culture

nurses, and which cost is covered by Roads
For Life.  Still according to the circular,
“the adoption of the said programs in
governmental and private hospitals shall
impact on hospital’s ER accreditation with
regard to the quality of health and nursing
services in emergency rooms”. 
This circular was issued thanks to the 
efforts made by Roads For Life since its
inception and to the contribution of HE
the Minister of Health Mr. Wael Abu-Faour,
the Order of Physicians, and hospital 
administrations, thus generalizing the 
benefits derived from these three 
programs brought in from the United
States.

216 ER physicians
Roads For Life has trained to this day 216
ER physicians in about 65 hospitals located
all over Lebanon in cooperation with
AUBMC and the American College of
Surgeons - Lebanon Chapter.  Roads For
Life intends to continue these training
sessions over the coming years in order to
train all ER physicians.  ATLS® is program
implemented in more than 70 countries,
and  has proven that it can save up to
40% of trauma patients who could have
died or sustained permanent/temporary
disabilities. 

240 paramedics
The PHTLS® (Pre-Hospital Trauma Life
Support®) program is one of the most
advanced rescue method training course,
developed by the American College of
Surgeons and the American Society of

Medical Technicians, and is implemented
in over 60 countries worldwide. 260
Lebanese Red Cross paramedics have 
undergone training on this program, 
financed by the BLC-Fransabank Group
and implemented by Roads For Life in
partnership with the Lebanese Red Cross
and AUBMC. Roads For Life and its 
partners aim to train 100 paramedics
every year with an option to train other
then Lebanese Red Cross paramedics. 

48 nurses
48 registered nurses were trained on the
ATCN® (Advanced Trauma Care for
Nurses®) program, which is the “newest
born” in the lot, thanks to the generous
personal contribution of Mr. Samir Hanna.

Former PM Najib MIQATI:‘Roads For Life is not a
slogan, but rather a national plan with efficient
activities at the service of the nation based on
effective, scientific approaches’

A group of LRC paramedics graduates from a
PHTLS session

ER physicians graduates from an ATLS  training sessions

After the session for Internal Security Forces

The target is to train 100 paramedics every year

A view from a PHTLS course

Roads For Life is proud to be 
a strategic partner of BLC

Since January 2012, our collaboration
with BLC benefited 260 paramedics
from centers all over the country.
We are proud to say that the Lebanese
Armed Forces medical personnel
joined the sessions.  This is expected
to pave the way for introducing the
Tactical Combat Casualties Care®
(TCCC®) course soon and help save
lives of our soldiers.
We are extremely grateful for BLC
commitment and generosity, and their
sustainable vision dedicated to save
lives.
Roads for Life takes pride in the fact
that its partnership with BLC 
transcends religious, sectarian and 
regional boundaries, and extends all
over the Lebanese territory without
any discrimination.



Did you know?

Article 59
It is forbidden for all drivers to perform the following
maneuvers while driving, especially on highways:
1. Use the median between the two sides of the road,
especially for stopping, parking or turning maneuvers.
2. Reverse.
7. Drive along the road shoulder.
10. Stop or park along the pavement, especially on the
shoulder, unless in case of an emergency.

Article 61
1. It is forbidden for children less than 10 years of age
to sit in the front seat of vehicles.
2. It is forbidden to have children less than 5 years of
age in a vehicle without being properly placed in 
appropriate car seats in the back seat of the vehicle
and restrained using the safety belt of the seat. 
The detailed implementation of this paragraph is to
be set by decision of the minister of Interior and 
Municipalities based on the Committee’s proposal.
7. Seatbelts should be worn by all front and rear seat
passengers in all vehicles equipped with seatbelts by
the manufacturer, except for members of the armed
forces on duty.

Article 81
1. Any kind of racing along highways is forbidden 
unless in case of a license delivered by the minister of
Interior and Municipalities and setting the conditions
by which the drivers should abide.
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The State Shura Council accepts Roads For Life appeal of delayed implementation decision

The Traffic Law Survives 
Run-Over Attempt

On July 2, the Shura Council declared the
nullity of the challenged Council of 
Ministers’ decision, and considered it null
and void, as it is tantamount to the 
executive authority infringing on the
competences of the legislative authority.
The State Shura Council decision thus
makes the new traffic law immediately 
applicable. 
In April 2014, Roads For Life, YASA, and
Zeina Hauch had submitted a revocation
request, through the law firm of HE Mr.
Ziyad Baroud, before the State Shura
Council in which they and some traffic
accident victims’ families appealed against
the Council of Ministers’ decision. 

The separation of powers
The appeal was based on the argument,
whereby the Council of Ministers violated
the principle of separation of powers by

deciding to “delay the implementation” of
a legislative text in force. In so doing, “it
amended the provisions putting the law in
force, which were clearly adopted by the
legislative authority in a text that leaves
no room for interpretation, commentary
or jurisprudence.” The appeal submitted
by the two associations and the victims
argued that the Council of Ministers 
likewise decided to “keep on implementing
the provisions of the old law until all
amendments needed to the new law are
finalized.” This goes against parliament’s
abrogation of the “old” law in a clear and
explicit text and “is not based on any legal
text or commission granted to the 
Council of Ministers in this respect. This
amounts to a violation of Article 16 of
the constitution, whereby ‘the legislative
power shall be vested in a single body, the
Chamber of Deputies’”.

Only through a law
The appeal text stressed that “the implementation of the law
can be halted or delayed only through a law issued by the 
legislative authority, i.e. the Lebanese Parliament”.
According to the appeal, “the decision referred to the 
implementation of an inexistent and ineffective law, since it was
abrogated by Article 418 of the new law, hence its being
marred by a legal mistake that calls for its abrogation”.  
The appeal went on arguing that “the decision is marred by a
gross misjudgment (…) with regard to the implementation of
the old law until the adoption of the amendments needed to
the new law knowing that this new law should actually be 
implemented as it was adopted regardless of any subsequent
amendments. This invokes the principle, whereby the 
implementation of any given law cannot be suspended under
the pretext of potential future amendments, or else the 
implementation of all laws would be suspended. If some are
calling for amendments to be made to the law (which has been
duly published and come into force), then these calls - 
regardless of whether they are right or wrong - cannot in any
way allow the executive authority to replace the legislative 
authority, thus violating the principle of separation of powers”. 

Since 2012 
Parliament had adopted the new traffic law on 25/10/2012
and published it in the 45th issue of the Official Journal.
The adoption of this law was the fruit of a long struggle led
by the civil society and civil associations, including Roads
For Life, which exerted media and political pressure to end
unwarranted road deaths.
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Roads For Life managed to bring 

the new traffic law back to life 

and save it from a run-over attempt,

as the State Shura Council has 

accepted the appeal filed by 

the association and several other

players countering the Council 

of Ministers’ decision 

dated 27/2/2013 on the delayed 

implementation of the said law. 

Former Health Minister Ali Hassan KHALIL:‘RFL proves the Lebanese
people’s drive to make up for state dereliction in addressing people’s
daily issues’

Former minister during RFL Gala dinner

Lebanese Red Cross Secretary General Georges KETTANEH:‘Traumatic 
injuries represent about 30% of LRC missions’
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Roads For Life’s President Zeina

Kassem asserted that trauma in-

curred as a result of traffic or any

other accidents is a desease that can

be prevented through awareness

and swift intervention to rescue the

victims during the so-called “Golden

Hour of Trauma”. 

Lebanon wins international award in rescue programs 

Roads For Life becomes member 
of the Global Alliance for Road Safety

Kassem’s statement was made as she was
receiving an American recognition award
granted to Lebanon through Roads For
Life. “This country managed to spread, in
record time, the rescue culture by training
physicians, paramedics and registered
nurses on the most advanced rescue 
programs worldwide,” she noted. 
The award was granted by the international
conference organized by the American
College of Surgeons in San Francisco, which
praised the exceptional efforts made by
Roads For Life. Thanks to its strategic
partnership with the American University
of Beirut - Medical Center (AUBMC) and
the American College of Surgeons -
Lebanon Chapter, Roads For Life has so
far trained 216 physicians, 260 paramedics,

and 48 registered nurses from more than
65 hospitals all over Lebanon. 
Conference President Dr. Karen Brasel
commended Lebanon’s joining the list of
states that have brought in these programs
and called for extending this success, which
has proven to be reliable in the process
of rescuing trauma victims, towards MENA
countries in order to spread the rescue
culture and curb noticeably mortality and
temporary/permanent disability rates. 

Abu Faour’s hospital 
circular lauded

More than 100 states attended the said
conference, which witnessed the screening
of a documentary on Roads For Life’s
achievements.  Kassem delivered an 
address in which she pledged to develop
rescue operations in Lebanon with a view
to establishing a comprehensive database
tracking trauma cases in the country.  This
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Ms. Lama Tammam SALAM:‘She has put a bitter experience to positive and
constructive use in order to save innocent lives and give life a chance
over death’

Traffic accidents result in about one million
deaths annually in addition to 20-50 million
critical injuries

Testimonials

“I can confidently say that the ATLS® experience was one of the
most influential experiences I have ever had in my career so far
(…) it organizes the management plan of injured patients in a
practical and simplified manner, so that the health care provider
can feel more comfortable and confident in dealing with virtually
any trauma situation that might face him or her (…).

The majority of the physicians who completed the ATLS®
course believed that the main benefit they got from it was their
improved ability to organize and prioritize their principles of management of a trauma
patient.”

Dr. Ahmad Zaghal

“I am sending this to share with you my observations as well as
my feelings on the bloody Friday the country went through. 
I was not on duty but immediately started driving down to
AUBMC after hearing the news. 

I had taken the ATCN® course just a mere two weeks ago. 
Although shaken, I felt prepared for this and switched to action
mode right on.  I had been around many trauma cases before
but never had been so well oriented and systematic. 
The result: A young patient can live another day without disability and thank god for
being taken care of by people Roads For Life made capable of helping.” 

Mohamed Haidar 
Registered Nurse, AUBMC

“I’d say the manner of dealing with patients has changed by over
60-70% and I wish all Red Cross volunteers could follow this
course so that we all speak the same language.

We once responded to a traffic accident involving two cars… 
I knew immediately we had three cases... I handed over one case
to a fellow volunteer and I took the person sitting beside the
driver; the case was severe head trauma and the person was
losing consciousness.  PHTLS® first allowed me to evaluate the
crash site and be prepared for what I would see.  I performed a rapid trauma 
assessment and extricated the patient swiftly… this is something we learned in the
PHTLS® course, i.e. transfer the patient fast and continue stabilizing the case in the
ambulance… I then explained the case to the doctor, giving all useful details…”

Imad al-Achkar 
Red Cross- Furn al-Shebbak 

database is needed to adopt an official
rescue policy sponsored by the Ministry
of Health and the Lebanese government. 
The participants lauded the circular issued
by Minister of Health Mr. Wael Abu-Faour,
which strongly recommended governmental
and private hospitals to adopt the rescue
programs sponsored by Roads For Life as
a mandatory condition in ER assessment
and accreditation. Future steps, they argued,
should focus on trauma data as an efficient
mean to come up with a sustainable 
national plan in order to confront trauma.

Preparations for trauma 
data stage

On the sidelines of her participation in
the conference, Kassem met with
Lebanese Ambassador to the United
States HE Mr. Antoine Chedid, U.S. 
former Transportation Secretary Mr. Ray
Lahood and officials from the Washington
Traffic Safety Commission.  She under-
scored the continuous efforts aiming to
diversify, develop, and expand these 
programs so that they include the
Lebanese Armed Forces.  Roads For Life
is actually gearing up to support the
Lebanese Armed Forces through training
sessions on rescue operations in battle
and war conditions. Moreover, this pro-
gram expansion should contribute to the
development of a national rescue culture,
including trauma data and the adoption of
a comprehensive national plan. 
Last but not least, it is worth mentioning
that Roads For Life has become a member
of the Global Alliance of NGOs for Road
Safety, thus granting it “access to 
international forums, such as the World
Health Organization and several UN 
organizations, institutions and channels.
This also allows Lebanon to benefit from
the international support programs it
needs given the lack of a sustainable 
governmental policy” Kassem concluded. 



Citizens have to be made aware of the
risks. The irresponsible way of driving has
to stop, and irresponsible drivers have to
be stopped and punished with all the
available means of the law.”

For her part, Netherlands Ambassador
Hester Somsen argued: “Once you have
had an accident, it is vital that all the 
people who assist you, from the traffic
police or helping bystanders to the 
surgeon who performs the operation,
know what to do. Increase in awareness
and skills can reduce the risk of an 
accident becoming fatal by 40%. I support
Roads For Life because that is exactly
what they strive for. I support Roads For
Life because every second counts.”

Swedish Ambassador Diane Janse
stressed how important it is “to give 
first-class post-accident care: to the 
person, to his or her family, and to society
as a whole. It can be the difference 
between giving up and returning to a 
normal life, between life and death.”

Janse’s husband, Fredrik, said, “I am proud
to participate in this year’s marathon not
only in order to support this peace run,
but also to support Roads For Life in
their strive to help victims improving
their chances of survival and recovery by 
raising awareness and conduct trainings
for pre-hospital care. Thanks to initiatives
and NGOs like Roads For Life, many 
people around the world are alive today.”

Spanish Ambassador Milagros Hernando
Echevarria hailed the initiative and 
explained that she supports Roads For
Life because she is “convinced that their
work is one of the clearest testimonies 
of the importance they give to the life of
others. Through their work, they are able
to prove that we can do something 
concrete to save lives.” Moreover, she
stressed, “Following the steps of Roads
For Life in these crucial minutes after a
severe accident is the right way to
achieve the victory of life over death.” 
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Chaya noticed that “Running is fun, but
running for a cause is double the fun... 
especially when that cause is ‘saving lives’.”
“Driven by its passionate president,
Roads For Life is committed to the cause
of post-trauma care, something that is
still a regrettable reality here in Lebanon,”
he added. 
The group included Ambassadors Ursula
Fahringer (Austria), Svatopluk Cumba
(Czech Republic), Rolf Holemboe 
(Denmark), Angelina Eichhorst (European
Union), Patrice Paoli (France), Christian
Clages (Germany), Hester Somsen
(Netherlands), Ivan Surkos (Slovakia), 
Wojciech Bozak (Poland), Diane Janse
(Sweden) and Tom Fletcher (United 
Kingdom), in addition to Mr. Faysal al-Khalil.
All are running under the RFL banner in
support of its objectives. 

The two-time Olympic gold medalist Haile Gebrselassie im the middle betweem ambassador Paoli and Maxime Chaya

Zeina Kassem and Faysal el-khalil Zeina Kassem with minister Elias Bou Saab and and ambassador Tom Fletcher

Running for Roads for Life cause

With Ambassadors  Eichhorst and Clages

British Ambassador Tom Fletcher said,
“I’m delighted to be supporting Roads 
For Life. They are showing the power of a
group of committed people with a big
idea. Every life they save is a miracle, but a
miracle created by passion, commitment
and vision.”

German Ambassador Christian Clages 
asserted, “I am honored and proud to
participate in the Beirut Marathon 2014
in support of Roads For Life. No one can
feel the same pain and despair felt by the
families of road accidents victims, but
what we can do is to contribute with our
means to make the roads safer and to
support those who try to ensure that the
right medical care is given to the victims.
People should push the authorities to
take the situation in the streets seriously.
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A group of ambassadors in Lebanon,
led by Maxime Chaya, 

world record holder and Bank Audi
corporate ambassador, 

took part on November 9, 2014
in the Beirut Marathon, 

and adopted the Roads For Life
(RFL) cause under the slogan 

“Ambassadors running 
for a cause.” 

Training before the Marathon 

An-Nahar writer Rajeh KHOURY:‘Zeina has tamed 
pain and transformed it into a culture, school
and responsibility’

Interior Minister Nohad AL-MASHNOUQ:‘She has
turned grief into seriousness, calamity into 
action, and problem into perseverance’

Ambassadors running for Roads 
For Life's cause with Maxime Chaya 

in the Beirut Marathon



A view from the auction Zeina Kassem

With May Chidiac The band

Mrs Rose Choueiri and Mr Raymond Audi Mrs Mona Hraoui and minister Elias Bou Saab

Mr and Mrs Adnan Kassar

Minister Wael Abou Faour with Nadia Bsat and Roni Alpha
(right), Souha Bsat and Christian Tawtel (left)

Mr and Mrs Talal Chaer

From left to right: Tania Kassis, Viviane Edde, Philippe
de Bustros, Aline Lahoud and Mounir Douaidy

Mrs Dalia Dagher with Amer Kassem

Mr Shukri Sader and Mrs Nayla Arab Zeina Kassem and Mr Nouhad Nawfal

Many political, economic, social, artistic
and media figures attended the evening. 
A documentary on Roads For Life 
activities and training sessions was shown
during the evening along with testimonies
by trained ER doctors, Lebanese Red Cross
paramedics, and registerd nurses.  The
evening also included musical interludes. 
The theme was the “Golden Hour of
Trauma” underlying Roads For Life’s 
action, in a reference to rescuing victims
in the first 60 minutes following the 
accident.  A watch belonging to late 
journalist and politician Mr. Ghassan Tueni
was auctioned during the evening.  

Roads For Life Association - 
The Talal Kassem Fund for 

Post-Accident Care organized on
Tuesday March 4th 2014 its second

fund raising gala dinner at the
Phoenicia Intercontinental Hotel. 

“The Golden Hour”
Theme of the second Gala dinner 

of Roads For Life

We would like to thank all our friends and
sponsors for their generous support at this
event specially our two Platinum sponsors
Bank Audi and Fransabank; our two Gold
sponsors AZM & Saad Association and
Bank Med; our Silver sponsors Banque
Libano-Française, Beirut Duty Free, IDM,
Jammal Trust Bank, Ksara, Lebanon & Gulf
Bank, Gia (Café Najjar), Omnipharma,
Pictet Private Bank and Saradar; our
Bronze sponsors Blom Bank, FDC,
Libano-Suisse Insurance and Medco; as
well as our partner BLC Bank.  All our
achievements would not have been possible
without your generosity and support.
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American College of Surgeons Chief (Region 17)
Dr. Saud AL-TURKI:‘Deadly traffic accidents
in the Middle East are three times higher than
global averages’

Roads for Life Ambassador Adel Karam

Amer Kassem welcoming Mrs Lama Salam Mrs. Salam in the middle between Mrs. Nayla Mouawad
and Princess Ghida Talal 

From left to right: Raghida Dergham, Layla Ajam 
and  Nada Bdeir
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Richard Henn (center) during his visit to Lebanon

Lebanon has a population of just over 4
million people and has a death rate of 28
people per 100,000; this accounts for
over 1,100 traffic deaths per year which
makes it the 4th leading cause of death in
Lebanon. There are two ways to address
this problem. 1) Stronger driving laws
that are enforced and working to change
the driving habits of  the Lebanese people
and 2) increase the training to better 
prepare our pre-hospital and hospital staff
to care for these trauma patients. It has
been shown that when countries 
implement training programs such as 
Pre-hospital Trauma Life Support®
(PHTLS®), Advanced Trauma Life 
Support® for physicians (ATLS®) and 
Advanced Trauma Care for Nurses®
(ATCN®) that it changes the outcomes
of the people who have been injured. 

Improving the chance 
of survival

Through the development of a local 
organization called The Roads For Life
Foundation, led by Zeina Kassem,
Lebanon has been able to implement all
three of the training programs, PHTLS®,
ATLS® and ATCN®.  During my recent
visit, as the International Chair for
ATCN®, to Beirut to assist in the 
inaugural ATCN® program I was very 
impressed with the combined program of
ATCN® and ATLS®.  It shows that, by
training our physicians and nurses 
together, it helps to promote teamwork
in caring for our traumatized patients

Deaths due to traffic accidents have

long been a problem that almost 

all countries face, Lebanon is no 

exception to this rising problem. 

Advanced Trauma Care 
for Nurses®, Lebanon

By Richard Henn, 
RN, BSN, M.Ed.

International Chair, Advanced Trauma Care for Nurses

thus improving the chance of survival of
the patients when they arrive at the local
hospitals.
Lebanon has a very unique and great
working relationship between the 
American University of Beirut and The
Roads For Life Foundation in providing
these programs. This is something that I
have not seen in the other 16 countries
that have started the ATCN® program.  

I believe that this relationship will allow
the trauma training program to build and 
expand over time.  It is through this 
combined commitment that it will help to
save lives of the Lebanese people.  
I want to personally thank the staff from
The Roads For Life Foundation and Zeina
Kassem for their commitment in helping
to save lives of the Lebanese people.  You
are really making a difference.

Roads For Life  holds on December 19
an Avant-Premiere screening of “Annie”

Under the sponsorship of Dar
Al Handasah, Roads For Life is
holding on December 19, an
Avant-Premiere screening of
the family movie event of the
year “Annie” at Beirut Souks
Cinemacity.  The projection will
start at 7:30 pm and proceeds
will go to support Roads For
Life activities.
“Annie” is an American musical comedy-drama film directed by Will Gluck.  It stars
Quvenzhané Wallis in the title role and Jamie Foxx in the role of Will Stacks, an update
of Daddy Warbucks.  It is a contemporary adaptation of the musical of the same name,
which in turn is based upon the 1924 comic strip Little Orphan Annie by Harold Gray.
Thank you Dar Al Handasah for your generous support.


